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H I G H L I G H T S   A B S T R A C T  
• Study of three types of Surface Acoustic 

Wave (SAW) temperature sensors by FEM 
simulations.  

• A theoretical model is developed for 
temperature change detection when the 
sensors are subjected to temperature 
variation. 

• The developed model is associated with 
FEM models used to design a one-port and a 
two-port SAW resonator added to a delay 
line sensor. 

• A stack of three layers forms the sensors: Si, 
AlN, and Al.  

 This paper demonstrates three SAW configurations' electrical and mechanical 
behaviors: a one-port resonator, a two-port resonator, and a delay line that works 
as temperature sensors of around 440 MHz characteristic frequencies. We 
investigate the sensitivity of the sensors for temperatures up to 200 °C. A linear 
behavior of the frequency shift versus temperature is observed; the resulting 
sensitivity of the sensors is evaluated at 22.74 ppm/°C for the one-port resonator, 
23.17 for the two-port resonator, and 3.83 ns/°C for the delay line structure. The 
electromechanical coupling coefficient (k2) is 0.492 % for the delay line, 0.489 % 
for the one-port resonator, and 0.55% for the two-port resonator. The quality 
factor QFactor calculated from Y11 electrical input admittance is 2858 for the one-
port resonator, 2977 for the delay line, and 2903 for the two-port resonator. The 
optimized piezoelectric layer thickness value, for the one port resonator, is 
hAlN=1.5µm. 
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1.  Introduction 
Micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) devices have been elaborated and widely used in the last few decades. In 

research or commercial fields, pressure and temperature sensors are essential areas of MEMS devices. This type of sensor can 
hardly work in high-temperature situations, like environments where the temperature exceeds 150 ◦C. As a promising solution, 
the use of acoustic wave technology was adopted. Acoustic wave devices were adopted because of their low cost, small size, 
low power consumption, and wireless operation principle. Choosing an appropriate design and materials makes these devices 
sensitive to external conditions, including temperature, pressure, strain, or chemical/biological mass loading [1]. SAW sensors 
have many features that make them a favorable solution in various sensing applications [2], especially for environmental 
parameter measurement. Three configurations are mainly used as sensors: the one-port resonator, the two-port resonator [3,4], 
and the delay line [5, 6]. A stack of semiconductor/piezoelectric/metal layers forms those devices where the top metal layer is 
patterned as IDTs (Inter Digital Transducers) and Bragg reflectors.  

The SAW device is susceptible to perturbations of the piezoelectric substrate due to the variation of the ambient 
environment's physical parameters, like temperature. The ambient temperature variations would result in a change in the 
resonance frequency of the SAW resonator or the central frequency of the delay line, and based on this change, the extent of 
temperature variation can be evaluated. 

In general, the thermal effects on the SAW resonators' resonance frequency are due to the change in: i) the geometrical 
parameters of the device due to the thermal extension of materials (like substrate dimensions), and ii) the physical parameters 
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of materials, including density and elastic coefficients. All these parameters affect the acoustic wave velocity and are expressed 
in the SAW device resonance frequency changes [7]. 

The one-port or two-port SAW resonators consist of one array of inter-digital transducers (IDTs) working as input and 
output terminals associated with two grating reflectors placed on both sides of the IDTs and acting as Bragg mirrors. 
Consequently, an acoustic cavity is created between the reflectors. The transducers (IDTs), when receiving an electrical 
interrogative signal launch an elastic wave in the cavity. A standing wave is formed because of the interference between the 
incident and the reflected SAW waves at the resonance frequency [8]. The piezoelectric material converts the elastic wave 
back to an electrical signal. 

The operation principle of a two-port SAW delay line is similar to the SAW resonator. The cavity system in delay line 
devices works based on the traveling time of the acoustic wave from the transmitter IDTs to the receiver ones. An external 
perturbation, like pressure or temperature change,  leads to a change in the acoustic path and the propagation velocity of the 
SAW wave; which causes a shift in the phase and consequently a shift in the central frequency of the device. SAW delay line 
configuration is very important because it is the most obvious application of SAW devices; it has been used to design sensors, 
filters, and correlators [8]. 

Many defies must be overcome when elaborating wireless temperature sensors, the main challenges are the legal 
regulations for industrial, scientific, and medical frequency bands (ISM-bands) [9]; as well as the stability of the sensor. Those 
challenges impose several restrictions on any system design. The main requirements for SAW sensors are frequency stability 
and a high-quality factor (QFactor) [10,11]. The frequency stability can be measured by the temperature coefficient of frequency 
(TCF constant) which describes the change of the resonance frequency in the case of resonators and the change of the central 
frequency in the case of delay lines when the temperature changes. 

The piezoelectric substrate is the key to any sensor design; many parameters define the exploitability of piezoelectric 
substrates for temperature SAW sensors. Those parameters are the electromechanical coupling coefficient (k2); the SAW 
propagation velocity; the mechanical quality factor (QFactor) and the TCF value (it should be large to obtain a maximum sensing 
effect and hence a high-frequency resolution) [12]. For temperature sensors, of course, the stability of the material itself against 
decomposition and against loss of the piezoelectric effect when temperature increases is an additional requirement. Many 
piezoelectric materials have been used in SAW devices, among them Aluminum Nitride (AlN) which was widely used. This 
piezoelectric material brings many qualities that make it a material of great interest for electronic applications. It has an 
acoustic phase velocity close to 5700 m.s-1, allowing high-frequency device fabrication (up to 10 GHz). Aluminum Nitride 
can be used in high-temperature conditions, it melts at 3214°C but decomposes chemically in a vacuum at 1040°C, which 
induces good chemical and thermal stability. Additionally, it has a good electromechanical coupling coefficient (0.32%)  
[13,14]. These properties make it perfect for high-frequency SAW applications at high temperatures. Moreover, the fabrication 
of AlN SAW devices is compatible with the conventional CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) technology on 
silicon. 

Actually, and as mentioned above, two basic structures of SAW temperature sensors have been reported in the literature: 
delay lines and resonators (Figure 1). In the work of Xuesong Ye et al. [15], SAW temperature sensors based on delay line 
configuration had a phase shift (sensitivity) of 10 º/K. However, these SAW sensors had a lower QFactor than SAW resonator 
sensors using the same piezoelectric material. Additionally, SAW resonators have the characteristics to impose fewer demands 
on the substrate's coupling coefficient and allow the fabrication of small sensors [11]. 

In this work, we study three SAW structure configurations (a one-port resonator, a two-port resonator, and a delay line) 
that are intended to work as temperature sensors at around 440 MHz central frequencies. This low operation frequency in 
addition to being inside the ISM bands, allows using any standard material as a piezoelectric substrate; like AlN chosen in our 
study. Furthermore, the low-frequency choice leads to less loss either in the free field of propagation or on the substrate, which 
results in relatively wide electrode structures. The increased width of the sensor electrodes enhances their temperature stability 
[11]. Moreover, the low frequency has a direct effect on the readout circuitry. Low frequency allows the interrogation of the 
sensors with a read-out positioned at several meters (5-10 meters according to the antenna size). At this frequency, the SAW 
wavelength is about 10.8 µm thus permitting the usage of simple and small antennas [16].   

The theoretical temperature model elaborated to study the temperature effect on the (S11 and S21) parameters is described 
and the equations constituting the model are detailed. Those equations express the influence of the temperature on the 
materials' physical and geometrical parameters.  

The performances of the designed Al/AlN/Si temperature sensors at different temperatures are investigated. The (S) 
scattering parameters (S11 reflection coefficient and S21 transmission coefficient) of the sensors are calculated. Those 
parameters are characterized by a shift in the central frequency (delay line configuration case) and the resonance frequency 
(resonator configuration case) toward law values when temperature changes; the sensitivity of the sensors is evaluated using 
these shifts. 

The electromechanical coupling coefficient (k2) and the quality factor (QFactor), for the three configurations, are evaluated. 
An IFFT ( inverse fast Fourier transform) is performed on S11 and S21 signals of the delay line structure, and the effect of 
temperature variation on the delay time (τ) is studied. After that, the effect of the acoustic path (DDelay) on the sensor's 
sensitivity is investigated. Finally, the influence of the piezoelectric layer thickness (hAlN) on the one-port SAW resonator 
characteristics is studied; this permits to choose an optimized piezoelectric layer thickness. 
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2. Studied Structures 

 
Figure 1: 2D Schematic representation of the studied structures: a) One port SAW resonator and b) SAW Delay line 

The geometry of two of the studied SAWs is shown in Figure,1 (namely the one-port resonator and the delay line), they 
are formed of an AlN piezoelectric layer (which thickness is hAlN=1.5µm), deposited on a (100) silicon substrate. The 
aluminum inter-digital electrodes (IDTs) have a thickness of 500 nm, the width of the electrodes (a) and the spacing between 
them (pitch (b)) are 2.7 µm each; the resulting distance between electrodes is then d=a+b, and the Rayleigh mode wavelength 
is  λ=2d=10.8 µm [17]. The number of the transmitter and the receiver electrodes pairs is set to 16 and the distance between the 
transmitter and receiver ports is DDelay=λ/2; it represents the free acoustic path causing the SAW wave delay. The number of 
Bragg reflectors for the SAW resonator is set to 36; they are made of Al. Perfectly matched layers (PML zones) surround the 
structures to eliminate all unwanted reflections on the lateral or bottom sides. 

3. Materials Constituting the Structures 
The physical parameters for each material constituting the SAW structures are defined before starting the calculation and 

for every chosen physic. Among those physical parameters, we can cite: the dielectric permittivity, Young's modulus, volume 
density, elasticity tensor, piezoelectric tensor,etc. The aluminum forming the IDT electrodes is an isotropic material, its density 
is 2700 kg/m3, its Young modulus is 70 GPa and its Poisson's ratio is 0.35. The density of the piezoelectric AlN layer is 3260 
kg/m3; the elastic constants : c11, c33, c12, c13, and c44 , respectively, equal 410 GPa, 389 GPa, 149 GPa, 99 GPa, and 125 GPa. 
The piezoelectric constants of AlN are; e15=-0.48 C/m2, e13=-0.58 C/m2, and e33=1.55 C/m2, and its relative dielectric 
permittivity constants are ε11=ε22=9 and ε33=11. Silicon constituting the substrate is also considered as an anisotropic material 
(Mono crystal) with c11=166 GPa, c12=64 GPa and c44=80 GPa, its density is 2330 kg/m3 [18, 19]. The electrical losses in 
metallic regions (originating from the Joule effect) are neglected. Still, the mechanical and dielectric losses are considered in 
the model using complex values of the elasticity matrix (cE) and complex values for the dielectric permittivity tensor (εS), 
according to (1) and (2) respectively [20]:    

 𝑐𝑐𝐸𝐸
(𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗) = (1 + 𝑗𝑗𝜂𝜂𝑐𝑐𝐸𝐸

(𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗))𝑐𝑐𝐸𝐸
(𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗) (1) 

 𝜀𝜀𝑆𝑆
(𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗) = �1 − 𝑗𝑗𝜂𝜂𝜀𝜀𝑆𝑆

(𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗)� 𝜀𝜀𝑆𝑆
(𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗)  (2) 

ηcE =0.5 10-3  in AlN, 0.2 10-3 in Al and 0.166 10-3 in  Si, and the dielectric losses in AlN are ηεS =0.02.  

4. Boundary Conditions 

4.1 Electrical Boundary Conditions (Grounds, Terminals) 
For S-parameters determination, we consider the entire SAW structures in Figure 1a and Figure 1b, where electrical power 

is applied to the devices. In the case of a one-port SAW resonator, an electrical power of 10 mW is applied to the IDTs, and 
only the S11 reflection parameter is calculated which represents the return losses. In the case of a delay line configuration, the 
input IDTs (transmitter) is set to a power of 10 mW (they form terminal 1) and the output IDTs (receiver) are set to a power of 
P=0 W (Terminal 2), both S11 (reflection) and S21 (transmission) parameters are calculated representing respectively the return 
losses and the insertion losses.  
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4.2 Mechanical Boundary Conditions 
The numerical simulation of wave propagation problems in an infinite media, using the finite element method FEM, 

requires the reduction of the medium of study into a truncated domain (or reduced zone). For a complete SAW structure of 
finite dimensions, and in order to avoid edge effects at the free ends of the field of study, we consider the absorbent layer 
method, which is one of the most widely used techniques.  It consists of finite thickness layers called PML (Perfectly Matched 
Layers), which surround the boundaries of the field of study (lateral and bottom sides) in order to force the waves to dampen 
by traveling a given distance in the absorbent domain. Figure 1. a.b shows the absorbing PML regions in the case of one-port 
resonator and delay line SAW structures. The lateral and bottom extremities of both structures are set to a fixed constraint (i.e. 
zeros mechanical displacement amplitude). 

5. Description of the Temperature Sensing Model 
A theoretical temperature model is implemented in Comsol, this model uses equations describing the variations of the 

sensor’s physical and geometrical parameters with temperature.   
The influence of the temperature on the resonance frequencies of the SAW devices is given by the TCF constant, which is 

the temperature coefficient for frequency; it permits the evaluation of the SAW’s resonance frequency normalized shift (in 
ppm, part per million) for a 1°C variation in temperature T [21]. 

0

0

1 fTCF
f T

∂
=

∂
        (3) 

In the case of SAW-based temperature sensors, a large value of the TCF constant is very beneficial because this TCF is 
also the sensitivity S [ppm/°C] of the sensor (S=TCF).  

This sensitivity can also be expressed without normalization by s[Hz/°C], according to (4):   

0fs
T

∂
=

∂
                                                      (4) 

5.1 Parameters Influencing the TCF Constant 
As described before, for an elementary temperature variation, the TCF constant links directly to the relative change in the 

resonance frequency (3). However, the resonance frequency f0 relates to the surface wave velocity (VSAW) and the pitch (d) of 
the inter-digital transducers as follows: 

f0=VSAW/2d     (5) 
The relative change in the resonance frequency due to temperature change can be expressed as a function of the two 

relative changes in acoustic velocity and the distance d, as expressed in (6) [19]: 

1 1SAW

SAW

v dTCF TCV
v T d T

α∂ ∂
= − = −

∂ ∂
   (6) 

With 

1 SAW

SAW

vTCV
v T

∂
=

∂
     (7) 

1 d
d T

α ∂
=

∂
     (8) 

 TCV is the temperature coefficient for the velocity, α is the thermal expansion constant of the substrate. 
In this conventional approach, we consider that the (thicker) substrate can force the elongation of the above (thinner) AlN 

and Al layers; this means that the thermal coefficient (equation 8) is that of the substrate (Si). 
Similarly, the wave velocity is a function of the elastic constants cij

D and the denity ρ of the propagation medium 

(vSAW=�𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗𝐷𝐷/𝜌𝜌), so its relative variation can be expressed as follows: 

1 1 1 1 1( ) ( )
2 2

D
ij

D
ij

c
TCV TCE

T T Tc
ρ ρ

ρ ρ
∂ ∂ ∂

= − = −
∂ ∂ ∂

   (9) 

With, 
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1 D
ij

D
ij

c
TCE

Tc
∂

=
∂

     (10) 

This represents the temperature dependence of the elastic constants. The calculation of density relative change in (9) is 
only a matter of material dilatation in all directions: 

11 22 33
1 ( )

T
ρ α α α

ρ
∂

= − + +
∂

    (11) 

Where  α11, α22, and α33 represent the effective thermal expansion coefficients of the piezoelectric layer in the x, y, and z 
directions, respectively. By replacing (11) in (9) and then in (6), the constant TCF becomes: 

[ ]11 22 33
1 ( )
2

TCF TCE α α α α= − + + −    (12) 

Thus, the change in the temperature of the surrounding environment can cause four distinct effects:  
i)  A change in the length of the propagation path (case of the delay line), 
ii) a change in the SAW wavelength caused by the inter-digital distance d modification, 
iii) a change in the density when the material is elongated or dilated, 
iv) a change in the elastic constants under thermal stress. 

5.2 Parameters to be Considered in FEM Simulation of a SAW Temperature Sensor 
When constructing a model for SAW temperature sensors by the Finite Element Method (FEM), one must consider the 

variations of the physical and geometrical parameters due to the change in temperature T as follows (they are developed in the 
first order) [22, 23]:  

0 ( )(1 . )d d T Tα= + ∆      (13) 

0 33 ( )(1 )AlN AlNh h T Tα= + ∆     (14) 

[ ]0 11 22 33( ) ( ) 1 ( )T T Tρ ρ α α α= − + + ∆     (15) 

The elastic constants developed in the second order are: 

2
0( ) ( ) 1 2 )ij ij ij ijc T c T TCE T TCE T = + ∆ + ∆     (16) 

DDelay (T) = DDelay (T0). (1+α.∆T)    (17) 
For AlN, Si, and Al, constants α11, α22, α33, TCEij, and TCE2ij are summarized in  Table 1. 

6. Results and Discussion 

6.1   Two Ports Delay Line Configuration 
To predict the behavior of the studied delay line structure with temperature variation, the SAW device S parameters (S11 

return losses and S21 insertion losses) are evaluated in the frequency domain, for temperatures varying from -25 °C to 200 °C 
and by using the elaborated theoretical model. After that, we performed an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT algorithm) on 
the set of S11 and S21 data to obtain the time-domain representation. 

In Figure 2, the total mechanical displacement field of the delay line at the central frequency (f0=444.8 MHz) is 
represented. One can notice that at this frequency, the maximum energy is confined at the top surface of the structure, which 
means that the Rayleigh mode is generated at this frequency. At this frequency as well, the S11 parameter Figure 3a exhibits a 
minimal value    (-0.02 dB), and the S21 parameter is at its maximal value Figure 3c. 

The reflection coefficient variation curves S11(f) for temperatures T ranging from -25°C to 175°C with a step of 50°C are 
shown in Figure 3a. The reflection parameter S11 shifts toward low frequencies and its magnitude decrease very slightly with 
temperature. The temperature behavior of S11 is attributed to the thermal expansion, which would enlarge finger size (a) and 
spacing (b), and consequently causes the increase of the wavelength (since λ=2(a+b)). The increase of the wavelength would 
decrease the frequency according to (5). The transmission coefficient S21(f) is also represented in Figure 3c, for temperatures T 
ranging from -25°C to 175°C with a step of 50°C. (S21) magnitude does not change with temperature, but it also shifts slightly 
toward low frequencies when the temperature increases. 
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Table 1: Physical parameters of AlN, si, and Al used in the FEM model [24, 25] 

 AlN Si Al 
Elastic constants, cij [GPa] c11 

c12 
c13 
c33 
c44 
c66 

410.06 
100.69 
83.82 
386.24 
100.58 
154.70 

170 70 

1st order TCE 
TCEij [10-6/K] 

Tc11 
Tc12 
Tc13 
Tc33 
Tc44 
Tc66 

-10.65 
-11.67 
-11.22 
-11.13 
-10.82 
-10.80 

-63 - 

2nd order TCE 
TCE2ij [10-9/K2] 

T2c11 
T2c12 
T2c13 
T2c33 
T2c44 
T2c66 

-20.61 
-19.51 
-19.88 
-20.03 
-20.36 
-20.39 

-52 - 

Piezoelectric stress coef., eij [C/m2] e15 
e31 
e33 

-0.48 
-0.58 
1.55 

- - 

Relative permittivity, εij ε11 
ε33 

9 
11 

11.7 
11.7 

- 

CTE, αij [10-6/K] α11 
α33 

5.27 
4.15 

2.6 
2.6 

18 
18 

Density, ρ [kg/m3] 3260 2329 2700 

 

 
Figure 2: Total mechanical displacement field of the delay line at the central frequency f0= 444.8  MHz 
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Figure 3: Delay line SAW temperature sensor electrical response (operating frequency 444.8 MHz), a)-Reflection parameter  
                S11(f) and b)-IFFT(S11(f)), c)-Transmission parameter S21(f), and d)- IFFT(S21 (f)) 
  

An IFFT is performed on S11(f) and S21(f) signals to represent them in the time domain, the corresponding S11(t) and S21(t) 
are represented in Figure 3b and Figure 3d respectively.  

For the determination of the delay (τ) values, the zero-padding algorithm is used. In fact, the achievable precision of the 
applied IFFT was not adequate for delay time measurement, and this resolution was enhanced by increasing the sampling 
frequency (fs) by adding zeros to the calculated data (zero padding). Since the resolution of the time axis, ∆t is inversely 
proportional to the sampling frequency (fs) of the RF measurement (∆t=1/fs), increasing fs would increase the precision.     

The maximum of the first reflected pulse Figure 3b and the first transmitted pulse Figure 3d is obtained at t=0.145µs. It 
represents the delay time (τ ) defined as the time taken by the wave to travel the acoustic path (24λ in this case) with a velocity 
VSAW. This delay time increases when the length of the acoustic path increases as demonstrated in Figure 4a. It is notable that 
DDelay=60λ gives higher delay time than DDelay=48λ or DDelay=24λ. 

 
Figure 4: a)-S11(t) for different lengths of the SAW path (DDelay),b)- Delay time shift versus temperature 

                           (sensitivity of the delay line) 
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  The effect of the temperature's increase on the acoustic path or the delay time is investigated in Figure 3b and Figure 3d. 
It appears that S11 and S21 delays (τ) are increasing with temperature. This can be explained by the fact that when temperature 
increases, the acoustic path undergoes a dilatation that induces an increase in the delay. This (τ) variation with temperature was 
evaluated and it is shown in Figure 4b (the black line); it exhibited a linear increase while temperature grew up to 175 °C. 

The slope of τ variation versus temperature (τ (T)) line, gives the sensitivity of the delay line, and by using the formula 

SDelay=2πf0τ    (18) 

A slope of 3.83 ns/°C is obtained from the black line (DDelay=24λ) of Figure 4b. In order to check the effect of the acoustic 
path on the sensitivity of the sensors, the same study is performed on structures with DDelay=48λ (red line) and DDelay=60λ (blue 
line). Sensitivities of 6.25 ns/°C and 7.92 ns/°C were obtained for each structure respectively. 

6.1.1   Electromechanical coupling coefficient 
The electromechanical coupling coefficient (Keff2) is an inherent characteristic of the SAW device; it measures the 

electrical energy conversion ratio into a mechanical one by piezoelectric transduction effect. This factor is determined from the 
electrical input admittance curve Y11(f) of the sensor (at ambient temperature) using the Equation: 

𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒2 = π
4Np

𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑌𝑌11)
Imag(𝑌𝑌11)

|𝑒𝑒=𝑒𝑒0    (19) 

The calculated k2 for the delay line configuration is 0.492% at the center frequency f0=444.8 MHz. 

6.1.2  Quality factor of the device 
The quality factor QFactor of the sensor can be deduced in COMSOL, at all frequencies, by using the following equation 

[20]: 

𝑄𝑄𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = 2π𝑊𝑊ℎ
𝑄𝑄ℎ

|𝑒𝑒=𝑒𝑒0     (20) 

  Where Qh is the energy lost in one cycle, and Wh is the maximum of the potential energy stored in the cycle. At the central 
frequency of the delay line f0=444.8 MHz and at ambient temperature, the quality factor value for the studied structure is 
evaluated at QFactor=2977. 

6.2 One Port Resonator Configuration 

 
Figure 5: Mechanical displacement field at the resonance frequency of the single-port SAW temperature sensor 

                       operating at a frequency of f0= 440 MHz 
 

At T=25°C, the SAW resonator exhibits a resonance frequency at f0=440 MHz. The quality factor at this frequency is 
QFactor=2858, and the electromechanical coupling coefficient is Keff

2=0.489%.  
The mechanical displacement field of the studied structure at the resonance frequency is represented in Figure 5. One can 

notice that: i) most of the sensor energy is confined in the top surface of the structure (in a depth less than 1.5λ) which is a 
SAW Rayleigh mode characteristic, and ii) the Bragg system constitutes an acoustic resonant cavity where the acoustic energy 
is confined laterally between the two mirror reflectors systems.  
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Figure 6: Single port SAW temperature sensor electrical response, at 440 MHz 

In Figure 6, S11(f) is represented. The resonance frequency shifts toward low frequencies when temperature increases and 
the S11 parameter magnitude decreases a bit. The shift of the resonance frequency (f0) as a function of temperature is 
represented in Figure 7; the sensor sensitivity is calculated from the slope of the linear fit performed on the represented data. 
The sensitivity is estimated at s=-10 kHz/°C, it corresponds to S=22.74 ppm/°C. 

 
Figure 7: Resonance frequency variation versus temperature of the one port SAW sensor 

 

6.3 Two Ports Resonator Configuration 
     At T=25°C, the SAW two ports resonator exhibits a resonance frequency at f0=441 MHz. The quality factor at this 

frequency is QFactor=2903, and the electromechanical coupling coefficient is keff2=0.55%. 
The mechanical displacement field of the studied two ports resonator at the resonance frequency (f0=441 MHz) is 

represented in Figure 8. Most of the sensor energy is confined in the top surface of the structure; it is mainly confined 
laterally between the two ports of the Bragg reflectors. 
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Figure 8: Mechanical displacement field at the resonance frequency of the two-port resonator SAW temperature  

                       sensor operating at a frequency f0 = 441 MHz 
 

 
Figure 9: Electrical response of the two ports resonator SAW temperature sensor (operation frequency 441 MHz), a) –  

                  S11(f) Reflection coefficient and b)- S21 (f) Transmission coefficient 
 

The reflection coefficient variation curves S11(f) for temperatures T ranging from -25°C to 200°C with a step of 25°C  are 
shown in Figure 9a. In this figure, S11(f) shifts toward low frequencies and its magnitude decrease slightly with temperature. 
The transmission coefficient S21(f) is also represented in Figure 9b, for temperatures T ranging from -25°C to 200°C with a step 
of 25°C. S21 magnitude does not change with temperature, but it also shifts toward low frequencies when temperature 
increases.   

The shift of the resonance frequency (f0) as a function of temperature is shown in Figure 10. The sensor sensitivity is 
calculated from the slope of the linear fit performed on the data obtained from the S11 and S21 parameters. The sensitivity, 
calculated from the slope of the resonance frequency variation with temperature obtained from the S11 curve, was estimated at 
s=-10.22 kHz/°C (it corresponds to S=23.17 ppm/°C). This sensitivity was evaluated at s=-10.66 kHz/°C (S=24.17 ppm/°C) 
from the slope of S21 resonance frequency variation with temperature. This means that the use of either S11 or S21 parameters 
for sensitivity evaluation is possible.  

The obtained values of sensitivities for the delay line, the one-port resonator, and the two-port resonator sensors are 
summarized in Table 2. 
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Figure 10: Resonance frequency variation versus temperature of two ports resonator SAW temperature  

                               sensor (working frequency 441 MHz) 
 

Table 2: Results obtained with the three saw sensors configurations 

Delay line 
(444.8 MHz) SAW 

Temperature sensor 
Al/AlN/Si (vs DDelay) 

One port resonator 
(440 MHz) SAW Temperature 

sensor 
Al/AlN/Si 

Two ports resonator 
(441 MHz) SAW Temperature sensor 

Al/AlN/Si 

DDelay  s (10 -9s/°C) s (kHz/°C) S (ppm/°C) s (kHz/°C) S (ppm/°C) 
24λ 
48λ 
60λ 

3.83 
6.25 
7.72 

-10 22.74 10.22 from S11 
10.66 from S21 

23.17 
24.17 

k2 Q k2 Q k2 Q 
0.492% 2977 0.489% 2858 0.55% 2903 

 

7. Effect of Piezoelectric Layer Thickness (hAlN) on SAW Resonator Characteristics 
The piezoelectric layer thickness is an important parameter to consider when designing a SAW sensor. The thickness of 

1.5µm adopted in the ongoing study was deduced from a previous one, in which the objective was the SAW sensor geometrical 
parameters optimization [26]. In order to further the investigations, we study in the following the effect of AlN thickness (hAlN) 
on the sensitivity of the one-port SAW resonator sensor. The aim is to choose the (hAlN) that gives a good sensitivity added to 
an acceptable piezoelectric effect. To perform this study, three temperature values are investigated 0 °C, 100 °C, and 200 °C. 
The thickness of the AlN layer was varied from 0.5 µm to 3µm with a step of 0.5 µm for each value of the studied temperature. 
Figure 11 represents the variation of the S11 reflection parameter when varying AlN thickness; each AlN thickness is 
represented for three values of the temperature. According to Figure 11, the S11 reflection coefficient magnitude increases 
when AlN layer thickness rises (the smallest curves are obtained with hAlN = 0.5µm and the biggest ones are obtained with 
hAlN=3µm)  ; this would induce an improvement in both the electromechanical coupling coefficient and the quality factor.  
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Figure 11: Effect of AlN layer thickness (hAlN) on SAW resonator S11 characteristics for three values 

                               of temperature 
 

Variation of the SAW temperature sensor sensitivity with hAlN is shown in Figure 12; this sensitivity decreases when hAlN 
rises. hAlN=1 µm and 0.5 µm give a better sensitivity compared to hAlN=1.5 µm ("Fig 12"), but regarding S11 intensity Figure 11, 
the S11 magnitude obtained with hAlN=1.5 µm is higher than that obtained with hAlN=1 µm and 0.5µm. Among the most critical 
requirements while designing a SAW sensor is to have at the same time reasonable sensitivity and piezoelectric response. In 
order to satisfy this requirement, hAlN=1.5 µm is chosen as the best compromise to obtain relatively a rational sensitivity (10 
kHz/°C) and an acceptable piezoelectric effect  (S11 magnitude around -0.11 dB). 

 
Figure 12: Sensitivity of one port SAW temperature sensor versus hAlN thickness 

8. Conclusions 
In this work, we have described the theoretical model elaborated for the investigation of SAW devices’ characteristics 

modification when they undergo temperature variation. The equations constituting the model were detailed; those equations 
express the influence of the temperature on the materials’ physical and geometrical parameters.  
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The model of the SAW structure (FEM model) was coupled with the elaborated temperature model to build a complete 
digital model of SAW sensors able to predict their behavior when subjected to temperature variation.  

Three types of sensor structures were considered, the one-port resonator, the two-port resonator, and the delay line, with a 
geometry that allows them to be excited at around 440 MHz frequency. 

To evaluate the frequency versus temperature behavior of the studied structures, the reflection (S11) and transmission (S21) 
characteristics of the delay line and two-port resonator were calculated. For the one-port resonator, the reflection characteristic 
(S11) was calculated. The temperature was varied from -25 to 175 °C for the delay line study and from -25 to 200 °C for the 
one-port and two-port resonators investigations. The study was performed by using the elaborated theoretical model. The 
results showed that the variation of frequency with temperature exhibits a correct linear behavior. The sensitivity of the one-
port and two-port resonator sensors was calculated at around 23 (ppm/°C). It was around 3.6, 6.2, and 7.7 ns/°C for the delay 
line sensor, it varied according to the Ddelay value variation (DDelay=24λ, 48λ, 60λ). The (k2) coefficient was 0.492%, 0.489%, 
and 0.55% for the delay line, the one-port resonator, and the two-port resonator structures, respectively. The quality factor was 
2977 for the delay line, 2858 for the one-port resonator, and 2903 for the two-port resonator. The effect of AlN thickness on 
the sensitivity of the one-port resonator was studied, a thickness of hAlN=1.5 µm was adopted by making a compromise 
between having an acceptable sensitivity added to a satisfactory piezoelectric effect. 

Both studied SAW resonator configurations provide adequate, quasi-constant temperature sensitivity, which makes them 
suitable for temperature sensor applications. The sensitivity obtained with the delay line is smaller, but by considering the 
quality factor and the electromechanical coupling factor, the three configurations present good values of these latter and the 
performances of the three studied structures seem satisfactory for being used as temperature sensors.  
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